ISHM LOGO SHIRTS MARKED DOWN

The super sale price is $5.00 + Shipping - First come, First served

Button Down $16 includes shipping

**Men’s Button Down:**
- Med S/S Black - ISHM – 2
- Med L/S Black - ISHM – 1
- Med S/S White – ISHM – 2
- Large L/S Black – ISHM – 1
- Large L/S Blue – CSMP – j

**Ladies Button Down**
- White – Large S/S – ISHM – 1
- White XL – L/S – ISHM – 1
- Black – XL - S/S – ISHM – 1
- Black – Large S/S – ISHM – 1

**Polo shirts** $11 includes shipping
- Small – Black – CSHM – 4
- Med – Black – ASHM – 5

Contact Mikki: mikki@ishm.org /928- 344-5221 X3

ISHM IS REQUESTING ASSISTANCE FROM MEMBERS
"The ISHM Professional Development Committee is seeking motivated members to develop new and exciting opportunities for ISHM members’ professional development.

The Committee has a monthly conference call and requires small amounts of time for projects as applicable. If interested, please contact the Professional Development Committee Chair, Cory Worden, at the.wordens01@gmail.com by February 1, 2019."

---

**Falling Objects**

In our many years of working at and auditing job sites both construction and general industry we were always aware that falling objects needed to be guarded against. However, we certainly were not aware of how large an issue it really is. A recent article in ISHN highlighted the need for more emphasis on the matter. Read the article [HERE](#).

---

**House Education and Labor Committee.**

Politics has always played a large role in government emphasis on safety. An article in a Jordan Barab blog really amazed me. It is listed in part here:

"In 1995, when the Republicans took over the House of Representatives after decades in the diaspora, they changed the name from the Committee on Education and Labor to the Committee on Education and the Workforce. Then, after Democrats retook the House in 2006, they changed the name back to "Education and Labor." In 2011, when the Republicans regained the throne, they duly changed it back to "Workforce" yet again. " One would think the folks in Washington had better things to do.

---

**CSHM Prep Courses**

If you are already a CSHM or that is not in your career path please be patient. For those that realize the CSHM helps in an EHS career then the following prep courses are available.

February 13-15 - Las Vegas

Contact Sam Lybarger at 702-399-7373
Ask The Lawyer

Question: OSHA announced that it implemented a new inspection program. Under this program, which facilities are at greater risk of being inspected?

Answer: Yes, that is correct. In October 2018, OSHA implemented a new inspection program called Site-Specific Targeting 2016 (SST-16). Under SST-16, OSHA is assessing the 300-A Summaries that companies electronically submitted to OSHA in 2017 for the 2016 calendar year (CY 2016). OSHA stated that it will target establishments that had elevated Days Away, Restricted or Transferred (DART) rates in CY 2016, as well as a random sampling of other establishments that failed to comply with the requirement to electronically submit 300-A Summaries. OSHA is including the non-responders in SST-16 to encourage those companies to comply in the future.

As was discussed in prior “Ask the Lawyer” columns, OSHA implemented a new rule, section 1904.41, requiring certain employers to electronically submit 300-A Summaries. Specifically, OSHA requires establishments with 250 or more employees, and establishments with 20-249 employees that are in specified “high risk” sectors, to make electronic submissions. Given OSHA’s announcement that it had implemented SST-16, we now know how OSHA is utilizing the data it collected.

To answer your question, any company that submitted 300-A Summaries in 2017 for CY 2016 which reflect a high DART rate is at greater risk for inspection. Similarly, any company that was required to submit 300-A Summaries but failed to do so are at greater risk for inspection.

Darren Hunter is a partner in the Chicago law firm of Hunter Masalski LLC. This column does not constitute legal advice or the formation or proposal of an attorney-client relationship to or with any person or entity. In addition, this column should not be understood to represent the views of the law firm or of any of the firm’s clients or former clients.
More Advantages of holding an ISHM Certification

**Mancomm** is offering a 10% Discount on their awesome books.

https://mancomm.com/ishm-promo

**Columbia Southern University**

ISHM Members, as well as their spouses and dependents, are entitled to:

- 10% Tuition Discount on all CSU courses / Textbooks provided at No Cost
- Application fees waived
- Transcript Retrieval Fees waived
- Exclusive Scholarship Opportunities